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Acoustic Reproduction System

FIELD OF E INVENTION

The present invention relates to a system and

a method of reproducing sound waves .

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

It is known, particularly in certain areas of

acoustics and seismics, to interpret pressure and parti¬

cle velocity measurements as representative of Green's

functions or equ.iva.lent functions representing the influ¬

ence that the medium supporting the wave propagation has

on a traveling wave o wave fieId. Examples of the meth

ods applied in this field can be found for example in;

A . Berkhout, D . de Vries, and P , Vogel,

1993, Acoustic control by wave field synthesis; J

Acoust . Soc. A . 93 (5) , 2764-2778;

A , Berkhout, D . de Vries, and J , J .

Sonke, 1997, Array technology for acoustic wave field



analysis in enclosures; J , Acoust . Soc. Am. 02 {5} ,

2757-2770;

Cassereau, D ., and . Fink, 1993, Focusing

with plane time-reversal mirrors : An efficient alterna¬

tive to closed cavities: J . Acoust. Soc. Am. , 94, 2373-

2386;

- Grote, M ., and C . i sch , 2007, Nonreflect-

ing Boundary Conditions for Time Dependent Multiple Scat¬

tering,, J . Comp. Physics, 221, 62 ;

Grote, M ., and I . Sim, 2011, Local Nonre-

flecting Boundary Conditions for Ti e Dependent Multiple

Scattering J . Comp. Phys . 230, 3135-3154;

Li , ., S V . Otyuzhnikov, Y . . Lam, A .

Turan, M . R . Avis, V . S . Ryanebkii, and T , S . Tsynkov,

2009, Experimental validation of the active noise control

methodology based on difference potentials: A AA Journal,

47, 874-884;

van anen , D . J., Robertsson, J . 0 , A., and

Curtis, A ., 2007, Exact wave field simulation for finite-

volume scattering problems: J . Acoust. Soc. Am. , 122,

SL115-EL121;

- van Manen, Robertsson, Curtis, 2010, Method

of evaluating the interaction between a wavefield. and a

solid body, United States patent no. US7715985B2;

Thomson, C . J., 2012, Research Note; Inter¬

nal/external seismic source wavefield separation and can¬

cellation: Geophysical Prospecting, DOT: 1 .1111/ .1365-

2478.2011.01043.x;

- Otyuzhnikov, S . v . , 2010, Non-stationary

problem of active sound control in bounded domains: J .

Co . Appl . Math ., 234, 1725-1731; and

- Ffowcs Williams, J . E ., 1984, Anti-sound:

Proceeding of the Royal Society of Londo A , 395, 3 88 ,

van Manen et al, (2007, 2010) introduced so-

ca led exact boundary conditions (EBC's) . These allow

for two wave propagation states in a numerical simulation

to be coup led together. In particular van Manen e t al.



(2007) studied the problem of recomputing synthetic seis¬

mic data on. a m ode l after making- local model alterations,

EB s enable to completely account for all long-range in¬

teractions while limiting the recomputat ion to a small

model just around the region of change. van Ma en et a .

(2007) outlined the basic theory and demonstrated it o a

ID example. Related concepts were recently proposed by

Grote and Kirsch (2007), Grote and Sim (2011) , Thomson

(2012) and Utyuzhnikov (2010) .

The concept of noise cancellation is widely

known in the field of acoustic signal processing as de

scribed for example by Ffo cs Williams (1984) and Li et

al, (2009). In active noise cancellation a wave signal

is recorded using an acoustic transducer (microphone)

processed to generate a phase-inverted signal, and emit¬

ted by transducers (loudspeakers) to interfere destruc¬

tively such that the listener no longer hears the origi¬

nal noise.

It. is seen as an object of the invention to

create a virtual sound environment for a listener such

th a t the listener perceives to be located -at least

acoustically- in an environment different from the actual

one ,

SUMMARY OF THE E N

According to an aspect of the present inven¬

tion., there is provided a method of and a system for gen

erating an acoustic wave representing reverberations from

a desired acoustic environment, said method including the

steps of having a recording surface defined by a spatial

distribution of recording transducers and an emitting

surface defined by a spatial distribution of emitting

transducers, wherein the emitting surface defines a vol¬

ume within which the recording surface is located, re

cording an acoustic wave originating from within a volume



defined by the recording surface using the recording

transducers, extrapolating the recorded wave to the emit¬

ting surface using a wavefield propagator representing

the desired acoustic environment and emitting the ex¬

trapolated wave from the emitting transducers.

Reverberations include acoustic wave signals

caused by the reflection of an original wave at an acous¬

tic obstacle. Examples of reverberations are echoes.

Reverberations can be regarded as the acoustic signature

of the environment the listener wishes to be located in.

The direct sound of an acoustic event reaching the ear of

a listener without reflection is treated as being identi¬

cal in any environment.

The term "wavefield propagator" is used to

denote any wave extrapolation method which includes a

signature characteristic of the acoustic medium through

which the wave emanating from an original ev en t travels

or is supposed to have travelled.

The propagators can be det.erm.ined through

measurements using known test wave signals or generated

synthetically provided that sufficient information of the

desired acoustic environment is known. Measured propaga¬

tors can also be augmented by synthetical ones and vice

vers ,

The receiving surface is best designed to be

at least as acoustically transparent as possible, such as

using wire frame constructions . However regarding the

emitting surface fewer limitations exists. If both are

designed to be acoustically transparent, the surfaces are

b e st surrounded by another sound-absorbing surface to

further suppress unwanted reverberations of the original

acoustic wave from the actual environment of the lis¬

tener. another embodiment, the emitting surface coin¬

cides with a surface of know acoustic properties such as

the reflection coefficient. Such a surface can include

pressure-release essentially perfectly reflecting sur¬

face, or an essentially perfectly rigid surface. n case



the reflection coefficient is known the emitted wave-

field has to include a factor derived fr o . R (using the

known laws of reflection to match the amplitudes of the

direct wavefield and reverberation to be suppressed,

spatial distribution o tra sduc can in¬

cludes a line of transducer as long as the line is not

located in a single flat plane but follows at. least par¬

tially the contours of the volume.

For most application it can be required to

measure not only the amplitude but also directional prop¬

erties of the wavefield at the recording surface. Hence,

in a preferred embodiment of the invention the recording

surface includes monopole and dipole transducers and/or

at. least two spatially separated layers of monopole

transducers. Similar arrangements of transducers can be

used on the emitting surface to give the emitted wave-

field a desired directionality.

For a better cancellation of the d irect wave-

field it can be advantageous to use wavefield separation

filters to the data recorded on the recording surface be¬

fore extrapolating the filtered data o the emitting sur

face and/or to extrapolated data before emitting the fil¬

tered data along the emitting surface.

The position o a listener is typically

within the volume or space as defined by the recording

surface. n certain applications such as the shielding

of a volume from probing acoustic signals such as sonar

waves, the listener can also be envisaged being located

outside the emitting surface. In the latter case the

role of the emitting and recording surfaces is reversed.

These and further aspects of the invention

will be apparent from the following detailed description

and drawings as listed below.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES



Exemplary embodiments of the invention will

now be described, with reference to the accompanying

drawing,, which:

FIG. K shows a simplified three-dimensional

example in accordance with the present invention;

FIG. B shows a cross-section through the

surfaces shown in FIG. 1A indicating actual and virtual

wave propagation;

FIG, 2 illustrates a method of generating the

wave propagator in accordance with an. example of the in¬

vention; and

FIG. 3 is a flow cha with steps in accor

dance with an example of the invention,

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

van aner et a (2007 showed that in com

puter simulations the elastodynamic representation theo¬

rem can be used to generate so-called exact boundary con ¬

ditions connecting two states to each other . van anen

et al. ( 007 noted that even though the Green' s func ¬

tions inside the boundary (state I ) might be completely

different compared to the Green's functions in another

greater model (state 2 ) , the two states can be "stitched

together" so that Green/ s functions outside the boundary

correspond to state 2 whereas the Green' s functions in

side the boundary corresponds to state 1 . van Manen et

al. (2007) exploited this property to be able to regener¬

ate Green's functions after local model alterations on a

large computational model while only carrying out corapu-



rations locally enabling substantial computational sav¬

ings in computer simulations of wave propagation.

Herein, it. is noted that the same equations

can be used in a physical set-up to create a virtual

acoustic world. Although the following description uses

acoustic wave propagation (e.g. , sound waves in water or

air) as an example, the same methodology applies in prin¬

ciple to elastic waves in solids or electromagnetic wave

propagation (e.g., light or microwaves) .

n the present example of the invention it is

the aim to create a room where an arbitrary acoustic en

vironment can be emulated (in the following referred to

as the "sound cave" or the virtual state) , as illustrated

in FIGs. 1A and B . The figures show a possible imple¬

mentation of the sound cave 10, The sound cave includes

a first inner surface 11 in form of a cube. The inner

surface is surrounded by an outer surface 12 also in a

cubical shape. As shown in the vertical cross-section of

F G . IB the surfaces carry receivers (x) and emitters

(o) . The floor is a shared surface between the two sur¬

faces, A sound event 13 inside the receiving surface 11

creates a sound wave 14 which is registered by a listener

15.

The method described below includes a step of

recording Green's functions WP as wave propagators in a

desired acoustic environment {referred to as the desired

state; e.g., an alpine meadow surrounded by mountains as

indicated in FIG, 2,, with other examples of a desired

environment being an opera house such as La Scala theatre

or a church building as St. Pa s Cathedral) with each

environment requiring its own recording of the wave prop

agator or a synthetically generated wave propagator,

The Green's functions or any equivalent

representation of the desired wave propagator are stored

in a computer 18 (see FIG. IB and FIG. 2 ) . person lo¬

cated in the sound cave will experience an acoustic space

corresponding to the Green' s functions fro the desired



state used to generate boundary conditions. The person

will be able to interact with ^virtual objects" only cap¬

tured in the Green's functions. For example, if a moun¬

tain chain was present at some distance from the location

where Green' s functions were recorded (as in FIG. 2 }, any

sound from within the sound cave, for example a person

ca ing out, will generate echoes from the mountain chain

just as if it was actually present.

Green' s functions between all points on the

emitting and recording surfaces where transducers are lo¬

cated in the sound cave are recorded as an initial step.

Note that these Green' s functions will not only contain

the d ec wave between the two points on. the two differ

ent surfaces. Although the direct wave typically will be

the mos significant part of the Green' s functions, it is

the reverberations from the surrounding acoustic environ¬

ment in the desired state that are the most interesting

part in this example.

Green's functions between the two surfaces

are recorded by physically mimicking the geometry of the

two surfaces in the sound cave. By emitting a sound-

pulse in one location on one of the surfaces and re¬

cording it at one or several points on the recording sur¬

face, it is possible to record all the required Green's

functions t h a t are required to characterize an acoustic

environment such as a mountain chain or the La Sea a

theatre. This step can. be performed by emitting from the

recording surface 11 and recording from the emitting sur¬

face 12, If it is however more convenient to maintain

the transducers in their actual role, the reciprocal of

the desired wave propagators P (-} can be recorded and

reversed before use in the computer system 18.

Instead of physically recording Green's func

tions in a desired state, it is also possible to generate

completely synthetic Green' s functions corresponding to a

model of a desired acoustic landscape. This may be of

particular interest in gaming and entertainment applica-



tions. Since synthetic Green's functions may be a lot

simpler in structure., it may be possible to reduce the

computational requirements of the sound cave signif i-

The sound cave 10 can be described as a ma¬

chine creating the virtual acoustic environment emulating

the desired state in which the Green's functions were re¬

corded. O the surface 12 at the edge of the wall (just

inside) transducers o ) are evenly spaced typically ac-

cording to the Nyquist sampling criterion. These trans¬

ducers are used to emit sound (referred to as the em it

ting layer of transducers). In the preferred embodi¬

ments, only rn.onopo.le transducers are used to emit sound.

However, in some embodiments it is necessary to use both

monopole and dipole transducers to achieve the desired

directivity o the emitted sound in the directions out¬

going or in-going compared to the emitting surface.

Another surface 11 of transducers (x) is po¬

sitioned a short distance inside the emitting surface,

The transducers (x record the sound in the sound cave

and the layer 11 is referred to as the recording layer of

transducers. t should be noted that both transducers

th a t record pressure and particle velocities - equivalent

to monopole and dipole receivers - are needed on the re-

cording surface or alternatively two layers of pressure

sensitive transducers so that the pressure gradient nor¬

mal to the recording surface can be recorded,

The transducers may be mounted on thin rods

that are practically acoustically transparent at the fre-

quencies of interest, Again, the transducers on the re ¬

cording surface are spaced typically according to the Ny

quist sampling criterion. Mote that one or several sides

of the sound cave may be absent of transducers if its

boundary conditions are the same in the desired and vir-

tual states (e.g. a solid stone floor at the bottom or

an open sky at the top) , To reduce the number of trans

ducers it is possible to reduce the spread of transduc-



ers on the surfaces to a single l ne of transducers x ,o

{again best separated according to the yq ist sampling

criterion) on one or both of the surfaces I,12.

As the person inside the sound cave calls

out the sound will be recorded on the recording surface,

A computer is used to extrapolate the recorded wavefield

from the recording surface to the emitting surface using

a wavefield propagator (derived f om Green's theorem or

equivalent formulae known as Betti' theorem, Kirchhof £ 's

scattering integral or acoustic representation theorem,

etc.) . Other examples of wavefield propagators can be

found in Grote and irsch (2007) , Grote and Sim (2011) ,

Thomson (2012) and Dtyuzhnikov (2010; . Using for example

the acoustic representation theorem the following expres¬

sion for the emitted wavefield is obtained:

[13

•0 .3D "

where p* >: * , is the desired extrapolated

pressure data at a location *ra and at time SB**6 i

the s r ce a o ca ed recording surface (defined be

low) with normal vector component to the surface

represents an infinitesimal surface area integration ele¬

m ent of the recording surface and is the time integra¬

tion variable (coordinates on the recording surface are

denoted "* ). The variables and fe represent that

data recorded by the transducers on the recording surface

in terms of pressure and particle velocity (the later

quantity can a so be computed from either pressure gradi¬

ent recordings or recordings of particle displacement,

particle acceleration, etc,). The variables G and

are the pre~de termined Green' s functions between the re¬

cording and emitting surfaces of the desired (virtual)

state in terms of pressure-to-pressure and particle-



velocity-to-pressure . similar equation to equation [1]

can be used to extrapolate the avefield in ter s of par¬

ticle velocities which is needed to emit the wave field on

dipoie-types of receivers.

The extrapolated wavef ie d will constitute an

out-going wavefield and an in-coming (reverberated) wave-

field. It is preferred that the physically propagating

wavefield is out-going only and that it does not reflect

f o the physical boundary of the sound cave.

In one embodiment, the emitting transducers

are mounted on a so-called pressure-release (free) bound¬

ary. An out-going wave physically propagating in the

sound cave will be absorbed as it reaches the boundary

and reflects while undergoing a phase reversal (due to

the ~1 reflection coefficient of the boundary in terms of

pressure) destructively interfering with the wavefield

data for the out-going wave which is extrapolated and

emitted as if the wave was out-going. Note that only

emitting transducers of a monopole-type are needed in

th embodiment

In a variant of this embodiment the transduc¬

ers are mounted on a rigid boundary where the reflection

coefficient is -1 in terms of particle velocity and can¬

cellation of the physically propagating wave can be

achieved analogously to the emb odiment for a pressure-

release or free boundary- a boundary is neither per¬

fectly rigid nor perfectly free but where the reflection

coefficient is known an appropriate transfer function can

be applied to the extrapolated wavefield so that the di¬

rect wave from the emitting surface will destructively

interfere with the direct propagating wavefield.

n another embodiment, the emitting transduc¬

ers are located just inside a sound absorbing wall coin¬

ciding with the physical limit of the sound cave. The

wavefield extrapolated from the recording surface to the

emitting surface will contain both the (out-going) direct

wave extrapolated to the emitting surface as well as both



out -going and in-going reverberations as the direct wave

interacts with the desired state. t is sufficient to

think of waves originating from (primary or secondary)

sources external or internal to the recording surface

when ana y ng how they wi interfere with the phys

cally propagating waves in the sound cave. The physically

propagating direct wave between the recording surface and

the emitting surface are best designed to destructively

interfere with its extrapolated counter part. This can be

achieved by reversing the phase of the part of the

Green' function that corresponds to the direct wave on¬

ly. However, whereas this method is sufficient for

sources internal to the recording surface, it will have

the opposite e ffect for sources external to the recording

surface {Thomson, 2012) .

However this undesired effect is only rele¬

vant for the wavefield that is out-going at the emitting

surface, In the sound cave the problem of constructive

interference between extrapolated and physically propa¬

gating out-going waves can be avoided for example by us¬

ing the sound-absorbing layer outside the emitting sur¬

face. Advantageously the direct wave in the Green' s

function can be muted as it will be purely outgoing.

t is also possible to pre-record empirical

Green/ functions in the sound-cave and to isolate unde¬

sired parts that are due to reflections from imperfec¬

tions of the nature of the walls or non-transparency of

mounted transducers . These can then be removed from the

extrapolated wavefield by subtracting isolated parts of

the empirical Green' s functions of the sound cave from

the Green's functions of the desired state,

A sound-absorbing layer can also be employed

to reduce the complexity of how the wavefield is intro¬

duced in the case where emitting transducers are not lo¬

cated on a rigid wall or pressure-release boundary. In

contrast to the case where the emitting transducers are

mounted directly on a wall and only onopo e or dipole



transducers are required, both dipole and monopole emit¬

ting transducers will be required in free space to ensure

th a t out-going and in-going waves are emitted i the cor

rect direction, However, before emitting the wavefield

the out-going and in-going contributions can be computed.

The in-going part, which is the only of interest,, can be

isolated and emitted from the emitting monopole transduc

ers. Since no dipole emitting elements are present, it

will radiate in both the in-going and out-going direc-

tion. However, the out -going contribution will directly

reach the sound-absorbing layer.

The in-coming wavefield on the other hand is

exactly the reverberation fro the desired (or virtual)

state of the person calling out As shown in the figures

as echo from a mountain chain,, this wavefield will again

propagate inwards to the person who will hear his/her own

echo om the desired {or virtual) state.

The wavefield can be split into direct wave-

field and/or in-coming or out-going wavefield using known

methods such as described for example by:

Amundsen, L ., 1993, Wavenumber-based fil ¬

tering of marine point-source data. Geophysics, 58, 1335-

1348; or by

Osen, Amundsen L ., and Reitan, A .,

2002, Toward optimal spatial filters for demultiple and

wavefield splitting of ocean -bottom seismic data; Geo

physics, 67, 1983-1990,

Sounds for (virtual) sources exterior to the

emitting surface can also be added to the extrapolated

wavefield so that the sound cave projects sound sources

external to the emitting boundary into the cave. This is

simply a matter of using the Green's functions of the

virtual/desired state to extrapolate an external source

onto the transducers on the emitting surface. For exam-

pie, the song from flying birds can be projected into the

sound cave and can for example be added to the reverbera¬

tions of any sounds emanating from within the sound cave.



Th s external source will be in m o st cases based again on

prerecorded signals and not actually present when a lis

tener uses the sound cave,

The extrapolation process can be for example

implemented by first noting that any operation on the

wave includes the use of digitized signals discretized in

time (as opposed to analogue signals) , Therefore it is

possible to be stepping forward in time by discrete ti e-

steps when projecting a sound environment into the sound

cave. The size of the time-step is related to the axi¬

mum frequency of interest in accordance to the Nyquist

samp ng theorem (in time) .

The coup ling of the sound cave with the vir¬

tual domain is achieved by using equation (4 in van Ma¬

rten et a .l (2007) , which is a time-discrete version of

Green's second identity:

p x *' , ! m 1.) + x , -« ,

[2]

where the caret denotes time sampled quant i-

ties, ·
' ·
' is the sampled pressure at time-step and

location 5 "", v ' is the Green's function at time

step l~m between a d is a location on the in ¬

tegration surface with normal and is a spatial

gradient operator normal to the integration surface.

Note that the usual time-integral in Green' second iden¬

tity is implicit within the recursion in equation [2] .

Green' s functions for the numerical simula¬

tion connectinq the recording and emitting surfaces

and can be pre-computed using a wave propagation

simulation technique, Acoustic waves are recorded

along s t discrete time steps 1 . These data are ex¬

trapolated to ' by means of equation [2] using the pre-



computed Green/ functions. The extrapolated data com¬

prise a discrete time series th at is added to a stored

buffer ( * ) containing future values to be emitted

along ™ , At each time-step, equation [2] is thus evalu¬

ated as many times as the number of samples in the dis¬

crete Green's functions. A t time-step 1+1 data from the

stored buffer are emitted on . In this way the acous

tic environment within the recording surface can be

linked with the desired virtual environment.

Referring again FIG. 2 , the mountain chain

outside the emitting surface 12 does not exist in the re¬

al acoustic environment of the listener but acoustic

waves are virtually projected onto the mountain chain in

accordance with our invention. The dashed curved arrow

from the recording surface 11 to the mountain chain and

back to the emitting surface indicate the (virtual)

acoustic path of the wave 14 from the event. 13 would have

taken place if the mountain chain were present and if the

confinements of any room in which the recording and emit¬

ting surface are placed during re du tion would not ex¬

ist.

The extrapolation method presented here oper

ates on the out-going wave recorded on the recording sur¬

face 1 . In the embodiment where emitting transducers

are mounted on a pressure -release or rigid wall, the ex-

trapolated-out going wavefield will naturally absorb the

physically propagating direct wave from the recording

surface to the emitting surface. In the embodiment where

a sound-absorbing layer is used outside the emitting sur¬

face, both the physically propagating as well as the ex

trapolated direct out-going wave is attenuated in the

sound-absorbing layer ,

The in-coming arrow represents the echo from

the mountain chain and wi propagate back inside the

sound cave so that the listener can hear it, Note that

another beneficial feature of equation [1] is that acous¬

tic energy coming r om the exterior the recording sur~



face will not be extrapolated back in the outward direc

tion

It is worth noting that the sound cave is

completely general in terms of the numbers of sources or

listeners inside the sound cave and will account for the

complete interaction with ail sources and listeners with

each other and the desired acoustic environment.

To further illustrate the present example and

how the extrapolation integral in equation [1] is solved

and implemented at every discrete time-step through the

following sequence of steps (the steps are also described

in the flowchart in FIG, 3 ,

) The acoustic wave fi Id at time t (think of this

as a spike with amplitude of the acoustic wavef ie d

at the time but 0 at all other times) is recorded at.

the recording surface 11 and extrapolated using

equation [1] to the emitting surface for ail future

time steps t+dt t+2dt t+3dt, , t dt, where Ndt

is the length of the Green' s function (maximum time

that is allowed for reverberations to return) ,

The record of ail future values at the emitting

surface 12 of the extrapolated wavefields from re

cording surface 11 are updated by adding the ex

trapolated wavef ield from step (1) .

(3) Then a step forward to time t÷dt is taken and

the next future prediction is used to em it sound at

the emitting surface 12

(4) The process repeats starting from step (1)

Considering an example where the sound cave

is a cubic room with length, depth and width of 2m, the

distance between the emitting and the recording layers is

25cm and the "cube" defined by the recording layer



therefore has a width of 1.50m. Assuming further that

the floor is a solid stone floor in both the virtual and

desired states, no transducers are needed on that surface

in the sound cave. The emitting layer 12 has dimensions

2m by 2m by 2m (emitting transducers (o) on 5 sides)

whereas the recording layer has dimensions 1.5m by 1.5m

by 1.75m (recording transducers (x) on 5 des .

Being interested in emulating frequencies up

to for example 1kHz , a temporal Nyq ist sampling rate

of 0.5ms is required. The speed of sound is 340m/ s and

the shortest wavelength is therefore 0.34m. The required

spatial (Nyquist) sampling rate is therefore 0 .17m. A

number of transducer elements (o on the emitting surface

12 is: 5* l+ro n {2/ 17 )* (1+round (2/. 17) )-845. Simi ¬

larly, the number of transducer elements (x) on the re¬

cording surface is 544 . The Green's functions are going

to be 5000 samples long (2.5s). This would a ow echoes

from objects up to 425m away to be captured. Longer re¬

verberation times and multiple echoes would require

longer Green's functions.

The computations for the extrapolation needs

to be done real-time bounded by the propagation distance

between the recording and emitting surface (note that the

distance between recording and emitting surfaces needs to

be greater than the distance that sound propagates during

the temporal sampling time interval) . The number of cal¬

culations required each time step is: (number of trans¬

ducers on emitting surface) * (number of transducers on

recording surface) * (number of samples in Green s func¬

tion) * (number of operations in integrand for extrapola ¬

tion) . n the present example the number of calculations

are: 845*544*5000*3-6. 9*1Q 9 . With a sampling interval

of 0.5ms computations are. generated at a computational

rate of at. least 14Tf lop to create the correctly propa ¬

gated wave at the correct time. The distance between the

recording and emitting surfaces 11, 12 must be greater

than the propagation velocity times the temporal sampling



frequency in order to be able to predict the wave fi d at

the emitting surface from recordings at recording surface

11

Remote compute servers or internet switches

typically introduce computational latencies th t lead to

accumulative delays that are greater than the sampling

interval. Light in vacuum propagates 150km in the sam¬

pling rate of 0.5ms which introduces an upper bound for

how far away the computational facility can be located

from the sound cave. Clearly,, the computing engine 18

should preferably be co-located with the sound cave 10,

t is preferred for the medium between the

recording and transmitting surface to have the same prop¬

agation characteristics as the same part of the medium

where the Green's functions were recorded in the desired

state. Usually this medium will be air,

Instead of recording and transmitting trans¬

ducers, laser devices can be used to record and emit

sound waves at desired locations. Another alternative is

to use hypersonic sound (hss) , also known more generally

as "sound from ultrasound"., where a beam of ultrasound is

projected on a wall for example and sound is generated

non-iinearly on the wall and this starts radiating.

Applications for a sound cave embodiment can

include :

Entertainment industry such as computer games (gam¬

ing) or virtual reality experiences; particular

example of a gaming application could include a

large room where several people are present at once

for a virtual reality, interactive movie or gaming

experience. Note that if the floor is reflecting

and if the ceiling is coated with an absorbing mate¬

rial, virtual states that share these features

(e.g. , open sky and stone floor can be generated

with a sound cave where only the walls on the sides

are covered with emitting and receiving elements.

the height of the room remains small (say 2m ,



the dimensions of the room in the horizontal direc¬

tions can be m ad e quite large without the surface

area covered by the recording and transmitting ele¬

ments becoming excessively large;

- Video conferencing. The present invention can co

plement. a video conference (using for example an

holographic video reproduction } with an immersed

acoustic experience

Acoustic design or optimization. For example, a mu¬

sic band preparing a concert tour could optimize

where to position loudspeakers in order for the

acoustic experience to be optimal at different se¬

lect positions at a venue. Green's functions would

be physically recorded at different locations in the

concert venue . The sound cave could then be used to

simulate what the sound experience would be for a

person located at that position.

Acoustic environments can also be projected into a

recording studio for film or music productions

Training of blind people by immersing them in the

acoustic environment that they will be walking

through , without risk of accidents or being run over

ca s

By switching emitting and recording surfaces so that

the recording surface is the outer surface, it is

possible to create an "acoustic invisibility cloak".

By using Green' s functions of an empty space for the

interior of the emitting surface, objects located

inside will not be detectable by acoustic, waves

(e.g. , sonar) .

By muting all or most of the outgoing waves and in¬

coming reverberation the system can simulate an an-

echoic chamb r,

As the present invention has been described

above purely by way of example, and the above modifica¬

tions or others ca be made within the scope of the in-



vention. The invention may also comprise any individual

features described or implicit herein or shown or im

plicit in the drawings or any combination of any such

features or any ge era sa ion of any such features or

combination, which extends to equivalents thereof.

Thus, the breadth and scope of the present invention

should not be limited by any of the above-described exe

plary embodiments. Alternative features serving the

same, equivalent or similar purposes may replace each

feature disclosed in the specification, including the

drawings, unless expressly stated otherwise, for example

using the principles as described above to elastic waves

propagating in solids or electromagnetic waves {e.g. ,

light or microwaves) . Unless explicitly stated herein,

any discussion of the prior art throughout the spec ica

tion is not. an admission that such prior art is widely

known or for s part of the common general knowledge in

the field.



1 . method of generating an acoustic

wave representing reverberations from a desired acoustic

environment, said method including the steps of having a

recording surface (11} defined by a spatial distribution

of recording transducers x ) and an emitting surface (12

defined by a spatial distribution of emitting transducers

(o) f wherein the emitting surface 12 ) defines a volume

within which the recording surface (11) is located, re¬

cording an acoustic wave (14) originating from within a

volume defined by the recording surface (11 using the

recording transducers (x) , extrapolating the recorded

wave (1 4 to the emitting surface (12) using a wavefield

propagator representing the desired acoustic environment

and emitting the extrapolated wave from the emitting

transducers (a) ,

2 The method of claim 1 wherein the

wavefield propagator is derived from prior recordings in¬

cluding the step of placing the recording and emitting

surfaces (11, 2 ) into the des ed acoustic environment or

generated synthetically or through a combination of prior

recordings or synthetically generated propagators,

3 . The method of claim 2 wherein the

wavefield propagator is derived from prior recordings in¬

cluding the step of placing the recording and emitting

surfaces (11, 12) into the desired acoustic environment

and activating the recording transducers (x) or transduc¬

ers replacing the recording transducers for the purpose

of deriving the wavef eld propagator to emit acoustic

test signals and recording the test signals using the

emitting transducers (o) or transducers replacing the

emitting transducers for the purpose of deriving the

wavefield propagator.



, The method of claims 1 or 2 wherein

the avefield propagator is derived as reciprocal wave-

field propagator from prior recordings including the step

of placing the recording and emitting surfaces into the

desired acoustic environment and activating the emitting

transducers to emit acoustic test signals and record the

test signals using the recording transducers.

The method of any of the preceding

claims wherein a listener' s position 5 ) is located

.thin the emittina surface .2}

6 . The method of any of the preceding

claims wherein the time to extrapolate a sample of the

recorded wave 1 4 ) is smaller than the sampling rate of

the recording and/or emitted wave.

. The method of any of the preceding

claims wherein a sample of the recorded wave 14 ) re-

corded at a system time step i i extrapolated the

following system time step 1+1 and beyond.

8 , The method of any of the preceding

claims including the step of muting a direct wave con

but ion in the extrapolated wavef ield.

The method of claim 8 including the

step of reversing the polarity of the direct wave contri

bu o ,

10, The method of any of the preced¬

ing claims including the step of using empirical Green's

functions of the volume within the recording surface (11)

to remove unde sired reflections from the listener* s {15}

acoustic environment in the extrapolated wave.



I The method of any of the preced¬

ing claims including the step o mounting the emitting

transducers o on a wa l with known the reflection coef

ficient and applying the reflection coefficient to a~

nipulate the extrapolated wave such that a propagating

direct wave destructively interferes with the extrapo¬

ted wave .

12. The method of an of the preceding

claims including the step of applying wavefield separa¬

tion filters to data recorded on the recording surface

(11) before extrapolating the filtered data to the emit¬

ting surface {12} and/or to extrapolated data before

emitting the filtered data from the emitting surface

12 ) .

13. The method of any of the preceding

claims including the step of inverting the role of the

emitting and recording surfaces 11 ,12) to generate a de

sired response from within the volume defined by the

emitting surface to a listener outside the recording sur¬

face .

1 . The method of any of the preceding

claims including the step of adding the extrapolated

sound from a source external to the emitting surface (12)

to the emitted extrapolated wave.

15 Ά system of generating an acoustic

wave representing reverberations from. a . desired acoustic

environment., said system including a recording surface

(11) defined by a spatial distribution of recording

transducers (x) and an emitting surface (12) defined by a

spatial distribution of emitting transducers (o) , wherein

the emitting surface (12) defines a volume within which

the recording surface (11) is located, and signal proc¬

essing equipment (18) for recording an acoustic wave (14)



originating fro within a volu e defined by the recording-

surface using the recording transducers ;) , extrapolat¬

ing the recorded wave (1 4 to the emitting surface (12)

using a wavefield propagator representing the desired

acoustic environment and emitting the extrapolated wave

from the emitting transducers (o) .

16. The system of claim 15, wherein the

emitting surface is at. least partially surrounded by a

0 surface with known acoustic parameters with said parame¬

ters used to configure the wave eld propagator such that

the propagating direct wave destructively interferes with

the extrapolated wav .

17. The system of claim 15 or 16, wherein

the emitting surface (12) is at least partially sur¬

rounded by a sound absorbing .material to absorb sound

propagating to the outside or from the outside of the

emitting surface (12) or wherein the emitting surface

2 ) is partly or fully surrounded by a surface with

known reflection coefficients.

18, The system of any of claims 15 to 17

wherein the recording transducers (x) include pressure

25 and particle motion sensitive transducers.

19, The system of any of claims 15 to 18

wherein the recording transducers (x) include two or more

spatially separated layers of pressure sensitive trans¬

t ducers to record directional information of the wave

(14 .

20 The system of a y of claims 15 to 19

wherein the emitting transducers (o) include monopole,

35 dipole transducers , or two spatially separated layers of

monopole transducers or any combination thereof to gener

ate a wave wi directionality.



21. The system of an o f claims 15 t o 20

wherein the spatial distribution of transducers χ , ) is

a single line following a contour of the recording and/or

e 11 ng surface 11,1 .
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